
Literacy Planning – week beginning 11.05.20 

This week, we will continue to explore mystery stories and learning will link with the story 

‘Dark Summer’ by Ali Sparkes. You may like to get a copy or we will be reading some 

chapters and sharing on the school YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt7O6pmNVyDOtehvBf87-Dg  

Lesson 1 

Try it: To use 

commas 

accurately 

 

Watch the ‘Commas’ support video on our YouTube channel. 

 

Rewrite the paragraph below in your book adding in commas where 

needed: 

Like a pack of wolves circling their prey a black mist surrounds the 

lonely forest. As the dense air grows colder the gnarled branches of the 

trees seem to stretch out pleadingly. The high pitched sounds of 

screeching birds wild monkeys and sloths reverberate around the area. 

Down below stealthy crocodiles glide silently through the waters. These 

scaly beasts which lie in wait for their victims stretch their giant jaws to 

show their razor-like teeth.  

 

Support reminders: 

When to do we need commas? 

After a subordinate clause: Although he was  

starting to panic, Eddie was reluctant to call for help. 

 

Around an embedded phrase or clause: The worried boy, whilst he was 

alone in the dark caves, felt a sense of foreboding. 

 

After a fronted adverbial: In the distance, Eddie could see a faint blue 

light. 

To separate items in a list: He could just see the backs of Auntie Kath, 

Damon, Kayleigh and Chanelle at the other end of the passageway.  

 

Within inverted commas: "Follow the gap," the devious Wookey Weirdo 

had instructed him. 

 

Lesson 2 

Use it: To use 

characterisation 

techniques 

 

(Expanded 

noun phrases, 

direct speech, 

show don’t tell) 

 

Read or listen to Chapter 3 and 4 of Dark Summer - this could be your 

guided reading. 

 

Watch the ‘Characterisation’ video on our YouTube channel. 

 

Imagine that Aunty Kath has sent all the children out to play in the 

garden whilst she was cleaning the house. Damon, whilst showing off, 

accidentally kicked the football through the downstairs windows where 

Wilf was sitting! 

 

Write a paragraph showing how one of the characters (e.g. Damon, Wilf, 

Aunty Kath) would react.  You should include direct speech and use the 

character’s actions and speech to show what they are like. 

 

Sentence starter: 

As the glass shattered into the recently hoovered lounge, Wilf… 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt7O6pmNVyDOtehvBf87-Dg


Lesson 3 

Try it: To use 

bracket, dashes 

and commas 

for parenthesis  

 

Watch the ‘Parenthesis’ video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZJbRaA3LUI 
 

Rewrite the sentences below using brackets, dashes or commas to add 

extra information. 

 

For example:  

The mysterious caves awaited.  The mysterious caves – which intrigued 

Eddie- awaited.  

1. Eddie spent lots of time with Wilf. 

2. Damon enjoyed torturing Eddie as soon as Aunt Kath left. 

3. The children often infuriated Aunty Kath. 

4. Kayleigh and Chanelle practised their latest disco-dancing 

routine.  

5. During the evening, Eddie avoided Damon. 

6. As Eddie spent more time with his Aunt, he wondered where Wilf’s 

money had gone. 

Challenge: 

Write two more sentences of your own.  

 

Lesson 4 

Reading 

comprehension 

 

 

Dark Summer – Comprehension 2 

Lesson 5 

Use it: To use 

bracket, dashes 

and commas 

for parenthesis  

Spend a few minutes thinking about where Wilf’s money may have 

gone.  You might like to jot down some of your ideas. 

 

Read the model text:  

After spending the afternoon with Wilf, Eddie was growing more 

suspicious than ever.  Maybe Aunt Kath – who was supposed to be a 

good Christian - wasn’t quite as generous he had first thought. He 

needed to find the truth. What had happened to Wilf’s money? Surely, it 

couldn’t all be gone? Eddie, clasping his sweaty palms, walked 

tentatively into the kitchen to find his Aunt. 

“Aunt Kath,” he murmured. 

“Yes,” she replied as she unpacking the shopping, “What do you want?” 

 

Now, write the next paragraph revealing where Wilf’s money has gone.  

Think about the skills we have practised this week.  Try to include at least 

2 examples of parenthesis. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZJbRaA3LUI

